Ingredient Definitions Committee Meeting

draft agenda

Tuesday, 8/6/19
3:00PM—5:30PM EDT
Marriott Ballroom 5-6, second floor,
Louisville Marriott Downtown, Louisville, KY

Webinar [https://zoom.us/j/887952859](https://zoom.us/j/887952859)   Call in: +1 646 876 9923

Webinar ID: 887 952 859

Documents supporting the agenda are posted in the BIN library / Ingredient Definitions / Investigator Recommendations -or- contact the person listed on the agenda with questions.

There will be an optional pre-meeting informational webinar on 7/23/19 at 3:00PM -5:00 PM EST  sign-in at: [https://zoom.us/j/441013912](https://zoom.us/j/441013912)
US call-in: 1 646 876 9923  Webinar ID: 441 013 912

1) Role call of Committee members (5 min)

(Please let the chair know prior to the meeting if you’d like on or off the committee. Non-participation affects our ability to form a quorum to conduct business.)

2) Editorial Addition to Table 90.25 to add Vitamin common names– Tom(10 min)

3) 54.33 and 54.34 Editorial Addition of note on Colostrum Products. – Kent (5 min) Proposed wording of footnote:

** A product labeled for treating “failure of passive transfer (FPT)” in newborn calves is not a feed ingredient but a USDA veterinarian biologic, legally distributed under a US veterinary license or permit pursuant to 9CFR 113.499. Product labeling for the treatment of FPT must include the US veterinary license or permit number and product code per 9CFR 112.2. Labeling guidelines for the colostrum veterinarian biologic product can be found in USDA Veterinary Services Memorandum No. 800.54.

4) Editorial change to a 36.14 Direct Fed Microbial list -maggie (5 min)

5) Move Tentative Definitions to Official (placeholder, no recommendations in hand yet)(25 min)

   a) 33.25 Stearic Acid -Brett
b) 33.26 Palmitic Acid - Brett

c) 57.167 Manganese Hydroxychloride – Jennifer

d) 69.8 Oat Fiber - Steve

e) 73.311(A) Hydrogenated Glycerides – Richard

f) 73.401 Colored Graphite Tracer – Richard

g) 73.450 Cashew Nut Shell Liquid – Richard

h) 87.50 Cashew Nut Shell Extract – Richard

6) New feed term Bison – Brett (10 min)

7) New feed term ___(work group output here)____ Buffalo - Brett (20 min)

8) New feed term “treat” – Ali (5 min) “Treat: a food provided occasionally for enjoyment, training, entertainment, or other purposes, and not generally intended or represented to be a complete feed or supplement.”

9) Revise Feed Term “carrier” – Ali (5 Min) “Carriers – Materials suitable for use in animal food to which ingredients (such as but not limited to vitamins and minerals) are added to facilitate uniform incorporation of the latter into feeds. The active particles are absorbed, impregnated, or coated into or onto the materials in such a way as to physically carry the active ingredient. Carriers do not need to be listed in the ingredients unless they exceed 1% of the total ration.”

10) Revise Feed Term “____ Stabilized” – Ali (5 min) “Stabilized (Process) – When an ingredient which may deteriorate has been treated to improve stability, the expression “stabilized”, "stability improved" or "with improved stability" may appear following the ingredient in the statement of ingredients. The process used is to be specified. e.g. heat stabilized"

11) Non-Defined workgroup update - Kent (10 min)

12) Hemp Update (5 min) Bob Church

13) Limestone workgroup update – Jennifer Kormos (5 min)

14) GRAS verification workgroup update - Richard (5 min)

   a) Goal is established, workgroup needs to meet

15) CVM item one (placeholder) (may move up agenda)(10 min)

16) CVM item two (placeholder) (may move up agenda)(5 min)
17) Confusing pet food name workgroup report (placeholder) Brett Boswell (5 min)

18) Status on high profile ingredients (placeholder) – Richard / CVM (5 min)

19) Run time version two is 150/150 min.